
Vehicle Bingo

2 Different Game Sets
with 6 boards each

By:  Sarah Allen, MA CCC-SLP 
from the Autism Helper, Inc.
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Vehicle Bingo
Level 1
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fire truck dump truck

ambulancehelicopter

garbage truck

car

digger

bike

airplane

pickup truck

Cards: Laminate and cut out. Use the label to put on the outside of a baggie. 
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mail truck cement mixer

police cartractor

school bus

van

boat

train

jeep

motorcycle

Cards: Laminate and cut out. Use the label to put on the outside of a baggie. 

Vehicle Bingo
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Vehicle Bingo

dump truck fire truck bike airplane

ambulance helicopter car garbage truck

digger pickup truck school bus mail truck

police car tractor cement mixer van
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Vehicle Bingo
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Vehicle Bingo
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Vehicle Bingo
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Vehicle Bingo

fire truck

dump truck

bikeambulance

helicopter

car

digger

school buspolice car tractor

van

airplane

train boat

jeep

motorcycle
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Vehicle Bingo

train

pickup truck

bike

digger

school bus mail truck

cement mixer

van

train

dump truck

boat

jeep

ambulance

motorcycle

helicopter garbage truck



Vehicle Bingo
Level 2
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fire truck dump truck

ambulancehelicopter

garbage truck

car

digger

bike

airplane

pickup truck

Cards: Laminate and cut out. Use the label to put on the outside of a baggie. 
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mail truck cement mixer

police cartractor

school bus

van

boat

train

jeep

motorcycle

Cards: Laminate and cut out. Use the label to put on the outside of a baggie. 

Vehicle Bingo
Level 2
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sailboat cruise ship

city busscooter

spaceship

semi

tow truck

taxi

crane

road roller

Cards: Laminate and cut out. Use the label to put on the outside of a baggie. 

Vehicle Bingo
Level 2



Vehicle Bingo

Free
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semi cement mixer pickup truck cruise ship mail truck

jeep taxi motorcycle helicopter bike

train ambulance garbage truck car airplane

digger dump truck van fire truck police car

spaceship tractor school bus boat



Vehicle Bingo

Free
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sailboat
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city bus
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digger dump truck
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Vehicle Bingo

Free
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mail truck

jeep
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helicopter
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spaceship
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ambulancegarbage truck

airplane

digger
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tow truck

road roller

crane



Vehicle Bingo

Free
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semi

cement mixer cruise ship
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boat
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Vehicle Bingo

Free
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pickup truck cruise ship

mail truck

jeep

taxi

motorcyclebike

spaceship

school bus
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ambulance garbage truck

car

airplane

dump truck

van

fire truck

sailboat
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city bus

tow truck

road roller
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Vehicle Bingo

Free
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cement mixerpickup truck

mail truck

jeep

motorcycle

helicopter

biketractor school bus
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ambulance

garbage truck

car

airplane

dump truckvan

fire truck

police car
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tow truck

road roller

crane



Thank you for using this product!

Clipart & Fonts by: 

for more tips, resources, and materials to help 
you help children with autism please visit 

theautismhelper.com

Love this resource? Check out our store for even more Autism 
and Special Needs Resources: 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/The-Autism-Helper

Mayer-Johnson

2100 Wharton Street

Suite 400

Pittsburgh, PA 15203

Phone: 1 (800) 588-4548

Fax: 1 (866) 585-6260

Email: mayer-johnson.usa@mayer-johnson.com

Web site: www.mayer-johnson.com
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